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Larry McMurtry is the author of Lonely Dove, which was published in June 1985.Motown Productions and SSS TV partnership to broadcast the story as an eight-hour series in four episodes. The collection includes the script for each of the four episodes of the series. This article is about the novel. For the TV series, see Dove Lonsom (short series). Lonesome
Dove First EditionLibrary McMurtryCountryUnited StatesLanguageSeriesLonesome Dove SeriesGenreWesternPublished1985 Simon &amp; Sostermedia TypePrint (Hardback &amp; Paperback) Pages843ISBN0-671-5042 0-7OCLC11111122226Dewey Decimal813/.54 19LC ClassPS3563.O8749Followed by Streets of LareDo Lonesome Dove is a Western
novel 1985 by American writer Larry McMurtree. This is the first book published from the Lone Dove series but the third installment in the chronological series. The story focuses on the relationship between many retired Texas Rangers and their adventures driving a cattle herd from Texas to Montana. Set in the final years of the Old West, the novel explores
the themes of ageing, death, unmutual love and friendship. The novel was a bestseller and won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction in 1986. In 1989, it was adapted as a television series starring Tommy Lee Jones and Robert Duval, which won both critical and popular acclaim. McMurtry went on to write a sequel, Streets of Laredo (1993), Two Prequels, The
Walking Dead (1995) and Comanche Moon (1997), all of which were also adapted as TV series. Origins after the success of the last photo show in 1971, Peter Bogdanovich was keen to collaborate with McMurtry on the West. The original script was welcomed by the studio, but hated by actors McMurtry and Bogdanovich was in mind: Jimmy Stewart, Henry
Fonda, and John Wayne. According to McMurray, the script was in the inferno of development for 12 years before he bought the rights again for $35,000, to adapt the story as a novel. He spent several years working on it intermittently, between writing Jack Cadillac (1983) and Desert Rose, and eventually introduced it to his publishers in 1984. [1] The plot is
the late 1870s.[2] Captain Woodrow F. Call and Captain Augustus Gus McCrae, two famous retired Texas Rangers, run the Cattle Creek And Emorium Livery in a small town on the Texas border of a lone pigeon. Working with them are Joshua Deets, an excellent black tracker and scout of their ranger days. Pea Eye Parker, another former ranger who is
reliable but not intelligent; Bolívar, a retired Mexican bandit working as a cook; Jake Spoon, another former ranger, arrives at the Lone Dove after an absence of more than 10 years, during which he traveled extensively across States. He is on the run, after accidentally shooting a dentist in Fort Smith, Arkansas. The dentist's brother chanced he was sheriff
(July Johnson) reunited with Gus and call, Jake described Montana inspiring an invitation to collect a herd of cattle and pushthem them north to start the first cattle farm north of the Yellowstone River. The invitation, which has grown unfettered in retirement, is attracted to the romantic idea of settling the pristine country. Gus is less enthusiastic but changes
his mind when he mentions that the love of his life, Clara, lives on the Platt River near Ogala, Nebraska, which will be on the way to Montana. The Hat Creek outfit swished cattle from across the border in Mexico and recruited local cowboys in preparation for the drive. Ironically, Jake Spoon decides not to go at all, having made himself comfortable with the
city's only hooker, Lorena Wood, who is in love with him after he promises to move her to San Francisco. At Lorena's insistence, however, she and Jake eventually trail along behind the cattle campaign. In Fort Smith, Sheriff July Johnson left town on jake spoon's trail, with his 12-year-old son-in-law Joe with him. July's wife Elmira, who regrets her latest
marriage, leaves shortly afterwards to look for her ex-lover De Bott. Incompetent Sheriff Roscoe Brown is sent after July to report her disappearance, and he has many strange adventures and encounters through Arkansas and Texas, with the help of a young girl named Janie, who escapes sexual slavery to accompany him. Roscoe eventually reunites with
July and Joe when he and Janie rescued him from the Texas bandits. As the cattle engine moves north through Texas, Jake tires from Lorena and abandons them to go gambling in Austin. Left alone, she was kidnapped by an Indian bandits named Blue Ducks, an old enemy of the Texas Rangers. Gus goes on a quest, and while he's traveling along the
Canadian river he faces a July set. Gus and July attack the blue duck in the bandits camp, killing the bandits and rescuing Lorena; The devastated July continues its journey in search of Elmira, while Gus and Lorena return to the cattle campaign. Lorena has been repeatedly raped, suffers from PTSD and is afraid to interact with anyone other than Goss.
They are still following the cattle engine north, sleeping in a tent some distance from the other cowboys. Meanwhile, Jake Spoon in Fort Worth. Hearing that July Johnson may be looking for him, Jake leaves Texas in a hurry in the company of the Suggs brothers, who soon realize they are bandits. Jake becomes increasingly alarmed by the actions of the
brothers as they travel north in Kansas; The gang progressed from robbery to outright murder, but Jake was very frightened and Either you kill them or you run away. When the gang attacks a coach trail known to Gus and Call, the former Rangers of Hat Creek outfit go after them. The former Rangers were horrified when the Suggs brothers were arrested
and Jake found along with them. Jake pleads with his former buddies that he had no choice but to go along with things for fear of his own life, but Gus is invited to stand firmly that he has crossed the line, and they officially hang him along with the Suggs brothers. Newt, who loved Jake when he was a child, was left very upset. Meanwhile, Elmira, who is
pregnant with july's baby, came to the company of a rough buffalo hunter named Zoe, a simple man who seems to think he is now married to her. Arriving in Nebraska she comes across a horse farm from Clara Allen, former love gus, whose husband Bob became unfit for brain damage after being kicked by a Mustang. Clara delivers elmira's baby son, but
Elmira and Zoe leave almost immediately afterwards to Ogala. De Bot is being held in Ogala prison, scheduled to be hanged for the accidental murder of a young boy; Elmira breaks down as he talks to him, and the boot is hanged while she recovers at the doctor's house, leaving her distressed and depressed. July arrives at Clara's farm, learns what
happened, and goes to see her, but Elmira refuses to talk to him. Shortly thereafter, Zoe is ordered to take her east, and return to St. Louis. July feels compelled to follow her, but in Clara's insistence he is still on the farm with her family and son instead, whom Clara had named Martin, anguish and sadness. A word reaches them later that Elmira and Zoe
were killed by Siu. The Creek hat outfit arrives in Nebraska, and Gus takes Lorena, an invitation, and Anot to visit Clara. She's happy to see him but has no desire to revive their romance; However, she takes in Lorena, who is a post-traumatic stress reliever and who feels comfortable with Clara and her daughters. Joss, rejected by Clara and no longer
lorena's sole sponsor, decides to go with the cattle engine and see the journey to Montana through to the end. In Wyoming, many horses were stolen by half-hungry Indians. Call, Gus, and Dits hunt after them, and Deets was killed in the ensuing confrontation by only the remaining brave group. Shortly thereafter Gus informs Newt that the invitation is his
father, something Newt always dreams of, but he is very upset by The Death of Dietz to give her a lot of thought. Up the cattle engine in Montana, which is lush and beautiful as Jake described. Scouted before the main herd, Gus was attacked and the pea eye was attacked by blood indians, and Gus was seriously injured by two arrows in the leg. Trapped in
a temporary hideout on the bank of the Musselchel River for several days, Gus's wounds become infected and his health deteriorates. After heavy rains he sends the pea eye down the swollen river to ask for help, but Al Ain loses his clothes, shoes, gun and food in the river and stumbles naked, unarmed, 100 miles across the plains. Starving and delirious
and suffering from exposure, he returns to the main herd on the brink of death. Then he called him alone to save Gus. Meanwhile, Gus leaves the river shortly after the pea's eye, frantic and death, taking his chances and escaping from the Indians. He makes the city of Miles, Montana, collapse unconscious, waking up to find that a doctor has seen off his
gangrene leg. His other leg is also injured, but Gus refuses to let the doctor amputate it. Call up in Miles City and try futile to convince Gus to have his other leg removed; But Gus would have preferred death rather than being unfit for gus, asking for an invitation to be buried next spring in an orchard in Texas where he was hiking with Clara, and the invitation
reluctantly agrees. After writing letters to Clara and Lorena, urging an invitation to accept Newt as his son, Gus dies of blood poisoning. A call leaves Gus's body in storage in Miles City, intending to bring him back to Texas after the winter. He is still north with a cattle engine, and lost on the loss of his closest friend. Eventually, he establishes a farm between
the Missouri River and the Milk River. Call suffers from depression throughout the winter, no longer cares about the cattle campaign or the farm, and think about what to do about Newt. Before leaving in the spring, Newt puts in charge of the farm and gives him his horse, gun and family watch, but he still can't bring himself to claim the boy as his son. Newt is
internally upset but accepts gifts nonetheless. He called, ashamed of himself, leaving the farm. Call recalled Gus's body, packed in a coffin with salt and coal, and begins a long journey southward. In Nebraska, he gives Gus letters to Clara and Lorena considers Clara the trip a typical whimsical folly of Gus and urges an invitation to bury him on her farm, but
the invitation is rejected, after Gus has given his word. Clara says she despises him as a vain coward for refusing to claim Newt as his son,[3] and he leaves Nebraska haunted by her conviction. [4] The story of a cowboy transporting the body of his dead friend spreads across the plains, and the call takes a circular route through Colorado and New Mexico to
avoid growing interest. In Santa Rosa, New Mexico, he discovers that the blue duck has been captured by a sheriff's deputy and is about to be hanged. Inviting blue ducks to visit in his cell, half-breed makes fun of him, noting that he was raided, killed, raped, and kidnapped with impunity throughout his life despite the best efforts of texas guards. On the day
he was hanged, the blue ducks jumped out of a third-floor window on their way to the roof where the gallows were waiting for him, pulling with him the deputy sheriff who grabbed him, killing both of them. Back to Texas Despair, wounded by a bullet at his side, called Gus buries by spring in an orchard in San Antonio, faithful to his word. He then rides to the
Lonsom dove, where Bolivar Cook, who had abandoned the cattle engine before leaving Texas, was happy to see him again. In the city, an invitation is seen that the salon has burned; Captain Woodrow F. Call - Co-owner of Hat Creek's outfit and former Texas Ranger. A largely silent leader of men who believe in discipline, duty and honor, a foil to his best
friend Gus. McMurray describes the invitation as sober. [5] Captain Augustus Gus McRae — co-owner of The Hat Creek Outfit and former Texas ranger. Lazy, loquacious and charismatic rakes with a fondness for alcohol, gambling and prostitutes, he is nevertheless a brave fighter and efficient when needed. He is tall and lanky, famous for his excellent sight,
and has had silver hair since his twenties. He acted as a foil to his best friend's call, and McMurtry described it as Epicurean. [6] Eye Peas Parker — Wrangler and Blacksmith of Hat Creek Cattle Company, Pea Eye acts as a corporal in the Rangers under Joss and Call. Pea's eye (his first real name long forgotten) is not particularly bright, but he is reliable,
courageous, and kind. He follows the Guide (Call) no doubt Joshua Dietz - a former African-American ranger, Deets is the company's hand farm. On the drive, he acts as a scout. Newt Dobbs - A 17-year-old orphan raised by Gus and An advocate. His mother was a prostitute named Maggie who died when he was a child. Most observers, especially Gus and
Clara Allen, are confident that Call is his father. McMurtry refers to Newt as the only dove of the title. [7] Jake Spoon - a former ranger who left his friends ten years ago to travel around America, returns to Texas near the beginning of the novel. Like Gus, Jake is a sharp, gambler and nazaire, and possesses a great personal charm. Dishwater Poguet Dish -
Although only 22, the dish is a cowboy of great skill and upper hand to drive the cattle call. He suffers a lot of unmutual love for Lorena Wood. His nickname is derived from having once drunk water dishes on a cattle engine, being so thirsty that he can't wait for the water barrel. Bolívar - Former Mexican bandit and cook for Hat Creek Livestock Company. He
is obsessed with loud and unnecessary ringing the dinner bell to call the company for dinner. Bolivar is uncomfortable about venturing away from the Rio Grande and abandons the cattle campaign before leaving Texas. Bo Campo - a mysterious new chef drive cattle, hired by an invitation in San Antonio after Bolivar's departure. He's using alien. like
grasshoppers in his meals and refuses to ride animals. He suggests that he traveled well, and also indirect statements that he killed his wife. Lorena Wood – a beautiful young woman from Alabama who was forced into prostitution by a former lover, later washed up in The Lonsom Dove, where she only works as a city prostitute. Lorena is taciturn, strong-
willed and frightful, generally looking at her customers and fans with contempt. Indignant with her life, Lorena harbours the dream of traveling to San Francisco. Blue Ducks - The son of Buffalo Snam War Chief Comanche and his Mexican captive, blue ducks lead a gang of renegade Indians and Caucasian bandits. He is feared across the plains as a
murderer, rapist, and bondage. He has managed to evade the law even as the West gradually grows safer and more civilized. July Johnson - Mayor of Fort Smith, Arkansas. July is a young type recently married to Elmira, who deeply loves him despite being openly disdainful of him. After his brother Ben was accidentally killed by Jake Spoon, July sets off in
pursuit of him. Elmera Johnson - A former prostitute from Kansas, recently married to July Johnson. She is unhappy with her life and suffers from depression, eventually leaving Fort Smith to look for her old love de boot. Roscoe Brown - Deputy Mayor of Fort Smith, Arkansas. Roscoe is a simple man in his 40s who only spends his life in the administration of
the sleeping city prison, but is bullied by the sister-in-law of July's wife in tracking down the sheriff and his missing wife. Joe - the son of Elmira who travels with July to find and arrested Jake Spoon. Janey — Little Girl Roscoe meets on his journey to find July. She was a slave to an old man living alone in the forest, but when Roscoe arrived she escaped from
her captivity and travelled with Roscoe, proving useful through her ability to hunt animals to eat, and in other ways tricky. Clara Allen - gus's former love, she rejected his repeated marriage proposals during their youth in Texas - for reasons that were not entirely clear to Gus - instead of marrying horse dealer Bob Allen and moving to a farm near Ogala,
Nebraska. She continues to grieve for her sons who died of respiratory illness from the house she and Bob first lived in, and the treasures of her daughters. Jimmy, Ben Rennie, Bill and Pete Spittle, Subi Jones, Needle Nelson, Jasper Fant, Burt Burum, Libby Jones, Sean and Alan O'Brien - other hands hired by an invitation to work in the cattle engine. The
reception of the lone dove was the winner of the 1986 Pulitzer Prize in fiction. The novel received favorable reviews. In The New York Times, Nicholas Lyman praised the novel as exciting and almost entirely achievable, describing it as a great cowboy novel. [8] McMurtry eventually expressed his dissatisfaction with the novel's popularity, especially after the
series. In the introduction to the 2000 edition he wrote: It's hard to mistake to write at length about the Old West, which remains the phantom station of American psychology. I thought I had written about a cruel time and some very harsh people, but, for the general public, I had produced something akin to idealism. Instead of a poor man's hell, filled with
violence, and betrayal of faith, I had actually delivered some sort of gold with the winds of the West, turning I'd be more than thinking about it for a long, long time. [9] The main article of the adaptations was broadcast: Lonsom Dove (miniseries) was aired as a television series produced by Motown Productions on CBS in 1989, starring Robert Duval as
Augustus McRae and Tommy Lee Jones as Woodrow F. The series was a commercial and critical success,[10][11] finally getting cult followed. [12] Historical references were not according to McMurit and Gass and the call along the lines of historical figures, but there are similarities with realistic cattle drivers Charles Goodnight and Oliver Lovin. When
Goodnight died and loving the African-American guide Boss Ikard, Goodnight carved a wooden grave sign for him, just as he does the call for Dits. Upon the death of loving, Goodnight brought him home to be buried in Texas, as he does an invitation to August. (Goodnight himself appears as a minor but generally sympathetic character in this novel, and
more in the sequel, The Streets of Laredo, The Walking Dead And Moon Comanche.) According to McMurtry's memoirs, the books: Memoirs, the final sources of Gus and the call were Quixote, the crazy old knight, Sancho, a pragmatist peasant, without Quixote. He said: What's important is that, early on, I read some version of Don Quixote and pondered
the serious differences (comic alchemy) between Sancho and Don between the two is where fiction, as I read mostly and wrote, lived. [14] Other books from the Only Game series feature historical events and more prominent locations such as the Texas Santa Fe Mission, the Grand Blitz of 1840, The King's Farm, and figures such as Buffalo Snam, John
Wesley Hardin, and Judge Roy Bean. See also the novels gate andy Adams (writer), wrote a cowboy record, an account of five months of 3,000 cattle from Brownsville, Texas, to Montana in 1882 along the Great Western Cattle Trail Boss Ikard References ^ Spong, John (July 2010). The real West. Texas Monthly. Accessed December 17, 2017. ^ The battle
1876 of the already small boiling occur; Chapter 93. ^ Chapter 101. ^ He found that he could not easily forget the word Clara said... Her stinging words in his heart and head, Chapter 102. ^ McMurtry, Ari (2010). A single dove. (Simon & Schuster) p. ^ McMurtry, Ari (2010). A single dove. (Simon & Schuster) p. ^ McMurtry, Ari (2010). A single dove. (Simon &
Schuster) p. ^ Nicholas (June 9, 1985). tall in the saddle. The New York Times. Accessed July 25, 2017. ^ McMurtry, Ari (2000). A single dove. (Simon & Schuster) p. ^ Williams, Carl. Lone Dove (1989). The New York Times archived from the original version on November 10, 2012. Accessed September 8, 2016. ^ Tucker, Ken. Lonely Dove: Modern classic
TV. Entertainment Weekly. Accessed September 9, 2017. ^ Weiss, Brett (February 24, 2016). 'Lonsom Dove' exhibits open in museums in Fort Worth. Star Telegram. Accessed December 3, 2017. ^ Francis, Robert (April 2, 2016). On the market: Come strutting down a lonely pigeon trail. Fort Worth Business Press. Accessed December 3, 2017. ^ McMurtry,
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